
The Battle of Sempach

One day in the heat of summer a company of soldiers
slowly advanced along the dust-covered highway into the region of
Lucerne. The bright sun, more than bright really, blazed down on
the dancing armor, armor covering human bodies, on dancing charg
ers, on helmets and bits of faces, on horses’ heads and tails, on
finery and plumes and stirrups the size of snowshoes. To the right
and left of this gleaming troop lay meadows with thousands of fruit
trees, stretching all the way to the hills that beckoned from the
indistinct, hazy blue distance, like faint, delicately painted scenery.
It was the oppressive sort of heat that sets in of a morning, a meadow
heat, a grass, hay, and dust heat, for thick clouds of dust were kicked
up, all but enveloping at times whole sections of the army. The
ponderous cavalcade listlessly trailed and trudged along, often re
sembling a long, shimmering snake, often a lizard of gargantuan
proportions, often a large piece of cloth woven in a rich pattern of
figures and colorful shapes, ceremoniously drawn along like the
trains that ladies — elderly, imperious ones, if you insist — are wont
to drag along behind them, The entire bearing of this surging throng
of soldiers, the trudging and jangling, this contemptuous, beautiful
clatter, was just a single “Well, if you insist,” something impertinent
and quite optimistic, something shattering and indolently dismis
sive. The knights conversed in joyful verbal battle as best they
could through their jaws of steel; laughter rang out, and this sound
blended beautifully with the bright noise of the weapons and chains
and golden swordbelts. The morning sun even seemed to be ca
ressing many a piece of fine or common metal; fife tones flew up
to the sun; now and then one of the many servants strutting along
onfoot handed a delicate morsel speared on a silver fork up to the
swaying saddle where his master rode. Hasty sips of wine were
taken, roast fowl consumed and the inedible bits spat out with a
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leisurely, light-hearted ease; after all, it wasn’t some serious, chiv

alrous war they were off to, but rather to inflict punishment, rape,

commit bloody, scornful, theatrical deeds, that’s what each of them
thought; and each could already see the mass of lopped-off heads

that would bloody the meadow. Among these warlords one could

find many a splendid young nobleman, elegantly clothed, mounted
on his horse like an angel flown down from the blue, uncertain
sky. Many a rider, to make himself comfortable, had removed his

helmet and handed it to a retainer to carry, thus presenting to the

open air a face oddly graced by innocence and arrogance. They
exchanged the latest jokes, recounted the most recent stories of

amorous women. Anyone remaining serious was made fun of; to

day, it seemed, thoughtful expressions were held to be ill-mannered
and unchivalrous. The hair of the young men who’d removed their

helmets gleamed, fragrant with the pomades and oils and rosewater
with which they’d doused themselves, as though they were on their
way to a coquettish lady whom they meant to captivate with ser
enades. The hands divested of their iron gloves no longer looked
warlike, but well-tended and pampered, slender and white like the
hands of young girls.

This riotous troop held just one solemn man. Even his appear
ance, jet black armor inlaid with delicate gold, revealed the man’s
inner thoughts. This was the noble Duke Leopold of Austria. Not
a word did he speak; he seemed completely absorbed by troubled
thoughts. His face resembled that of a man pestered by an imper
tinent fly buzzing about his eyes. For all we know this fly will have
been his evil foreboding, for a sorrowful, contemptuous smile played
constantly about his lips; his head was bowed. The whole earth,
no matter how bright it looked, seemed to him to i ‘ble and
thunder in anger. Or was it only the stamping thunder ot hooves
as the company crossed a wooden bridge over the River Reuss?
Something ominous, in any case, stirred eerily about the figure of
the duke.

The army came to a halt near the small town of Sempach;
it was now about two in the afternoon, Or perhaps it was three; it

didn’t matter to the knights what time it was; it could have been
eight in the evening for all they cared. Already they were dreadfully
bored; even the slightest hint of military regulations struck them
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as ndiculous. A tedious moment; it resembled a practice maneuver,
the way they all now leapt from their saddles to take up position.
The laughter died out; they’d laughed so much already; fatigue set
in, yawning. Even the horses seemed to understand there was noth
ing else to do but yawn. The foot soldiers in attendance fell upon
the remaining food and wine, guzzling and gobbling whatever was
left to gobble and guzzle. How ridiculous the entire campaign
seemed to them all! This rag-tag hamlet still putting up resistance:
how idiotic!

Then the terrible heat and boredom were suddenly broken by
the cr of a horn. A strange proclamation; a few of the more attentive
pricked up their ears: Now what can that be? Listen: there it is
again. Indeed, there it was again, and everyone had the impression
the sound was now closer. “All good things come in threes,” lisped
some witty fop; “blow one more time, horn!” For a while, nothing.
They had grown somewhat thoughtful; then without warning it
began again, horrible, as though the thing had sprouted wings and
was riding toward them on the backs of fiery monsters, flaming
and shrieking, a long, drawn-out cry: Here we come! It truly seemed
as if an underworld were suddenly seized with the desire to break
out through the hard earth. The sound was like a black, gaping
abyss, and the sun now appeared to be shining from a darkened
sky, glaring down more dazzling than ever, but as though from a
hell, not the heavens. Even now, laughter could be heard; for there
are moments, after all, when one feels compelled to smile although
gripped with horror. In the end, the mood of an army composed of
many men isn’t significantly different from that of a single, solitary
man. The whole landscape in its stifling whitish heat seemed only
a ringing echo, it had become the sound of the horn; and straight
away now, as if through an opening, the horde of people racing in
the horn’s wake hurled themselves out into this echoing space.
The landscape no longer had contours; sky and summer earth
merged into a solid whole the season had vanished, had become
a place, a fencing ground, free space to fight in, a battlefield. Nature
is always annihilated in a battle, where the course is dictated by
the roll of the die, the weave of the weapons, the two opposing
armies,

The rushing crowd, apparently full of passion, drew closer. And
the knights stood their ground; suddenly they seemed fused to-
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gether. Iron men held out their lances; you could have gone for a

buggy ride across this bridge of lances, the knights were squeezed

in so tightly, lance upon lance stuck out so mindlessly, firm and

unyielding— just the thing, you might think, for such an impetuous,

raging human breast to impale itself on. Here, an idiotic wall of

spikes; there, people half-covered with shirts, Here, the art of war,

the most prejudiced there is; there, people seized with helpless rage.

lust to put an end to this loathsome horror, one man after the other

recklessly charged into a lance tip, maddened, insane, flung by fury

and rage. Flung to the ground, that is, without even having struck

the helmeted, plumed iron scoundrel with his hand weapon, bleed

ing pitiably from his breast, tumbling head over heels, face down

into the dusty excrement left behind by the noble steeds. This was

the fate of all these almost naked men, while the lances, already

red with blood, seemed to smile in scorn.

No: it was no USC; the “people’s” side had no choice but

to come up with a trick. Pitted against art, art became indispensable,

or else some noble thought; and this higher thought, in the form

of a noble figure of a man, now stepped forward, strangely, as though

propelled by a supernatural force, and said to his countrymen: ‘Take

care of my wife and children, I’ll drive you a path”; and lightning

quick, not giving his desire for self-sacrifice time to wane, he hurled

himself into four, five lances, pulling down others to his breast, as

many as he could seize as he died, as though he couldn’t possibly

embrace and clasp enough iron spikes to make his destruction

complete, and he lay there on the ground, a bridge for the people

who stepped on his body, this noble thought meant to be stepped

on. There’ll never be anything to equal the battering with which

these light mountain and valley men, driven and elevated by their

fury, now battered their way into the clumsy, despicable wall,

smashing and ripping it apart like tigers ripping apart a defenseless

herd of cows. The knights were now almost entirely defenseless,

wedged together so tightly they could scarcely move to either side.

Those on horseback were flung down like paper, with a crack like

that of a paper bag blown up and burst between one’s hands. The

shepherds’ weapons now proved formidable, their light clothing

perfect; the knights found their armor more cumbersome than ever.

Heads were grazed by blows, appeared only’ grazed, yet proved to

be bashed in. Blow followed blow, horses were knocked down, the
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fighting grew more and more frenzied, more violent, the duke was
slain; it would have been a miracle had he not been. Those striking
accompanied their blows with shrieks, as though this were only
right, as though killing alone were not enough, a mere half-measure,

Heat, steam, the smell of blood, filth, dust, the cries and howls
combined in a wild, infernal turmoil. The dying hardly felt their
own deaths, they died so quickly. Great numbers of them suffocated
in their flashy armor, these noble louts. What point would there
have been now in taking up position? They’d all gladly have scoffed,
had they been capable of scoffing. Something like a hundred hand
some noblemen died a watery death, no, were drowned in nearby
Lake Sempach, for they were tossed into the water like cats and
dogs; a real disgrace, the way they somersaulted and tumbled head
over heels in their elegant pointed Cracow shoes. The finest chain-
mail could only guarantee destruction now, and the fulfillment of
this proved horribly correct. What good was it that at home, some
where in Argovia or Swabia, a man had a castle, land, servants, a
beautiful wife, grooms, maids, orchards, field and forest and levies
and all the highest privileges? This made dying in these puddles
between the taut knee of a maddened herdsman and a patch of
earth all the more wretched and bitter. Naturally the noble steeds
trampled their own masters in frenzied flight; and many noblemen,
attempting to dismount quickly, got caught in their stirrups with
their stupid, fashionable shoes, so that they kissed the meadows
with the backs of their bloody heads, while their horrified eyes,
before they went out, saw the sky burning above them like a furious
flame. Admittedly shepherds fell too, but for each bare-chested,
bare-armed man there were ten steel-clad ones all muffled up. Ac
tually the Battle of Sempach is a lesson in bow terribly stupid it

is to muffle oneself up. Had they been able to move, these jumping
jacks: well, then they would have; a few of them could, having
freed themselves from their unbearable garments. “I’m fighting
with slaves, oh disgrace!” cried one handsome youth with curls
streaming down yellow from his head; then, as a cruel blow struck
his sweet face, he sank to the ground where, mortally wounded,
he bit the dust with his half-shattered mouth. A few shepherds
who’d lost their murder weapons attacked their adversaries from
below with their heads and napes like wrestlers in the ring, or
threw themselves, dodging the blows, upon the necks of the knights
and throttled them to death.
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Meanwhile evening had fallen as the waning light glowed
in the trees and bushes, the sun sank between dark foothills like
a dead, handsome, sorrowful man. The fierce battle was over, The
pale, snow white Alps in the background of the world bowed down
their cold, beautiful foreheads. Now came the gathering of the dead:
they walked about in silence, lifting up those who had fallen and
carrying them to the common grave others had dug. Flags and armor
were piled together in an impressive heap. They brought all the
money and valuables to a prearranged spot. Most of these simple,
strong men had grown quiet and good; it was not without a mel
ancholy contempt that they regarded the captured trinkets; they
walked about the meadows, gazing into the faces of the slain and
wiping away the blood when they wished to see how the soiled
features might once have looked. Two youths were found on the
ground at the foot of a bush, their faces so young and bright, lips
still smiling in death, lying in each other’s arms. The breast of one
was smashed in, the other’s stomach hewn open. The men worked
deep into the night; then the search was continued with torches.
They found Arnold von Winkeiried and shuddered at the sight of
his corpse. As the men buried him, they sang with deep voices one
of their simple songs; that’s all the ceremony there was, No priests
were there; what did they need priests for? Praying and giving
thanks to God for the successful battle—that could be done well
enough without the rigmarole of the church. Then they set off for
home. And a few days later they were scattered again in their high
mountain valleys, working, serving, tending shop, looking after
business, taking care of necessities, and occasionally still speaking
a little, though not much, of the battle they’d fought. No festivities
were held in their honor (well, in a small way, perhaps, as they
entered Lucerne(: all the same, the days went passing by, for the
days, with all the worries they bring, would have been coarse and
rude even then, in the year 1386. A great deed cannot obliterate
the laborious succession of days. Life doesn’t stand still on the day
of a battle, far from it; history alone makes a momentary pause,
and then it, too, impelled by imperious life, must rush on.

(1908)

Tableau Vivant

A metropolitan courtyard, moonlight. In the middle of
the courtyard, an iron chest. From within, a bit of song resounds
through the auditorium. A lion on a chain. A sword beside the
chest. A dark, indistinguishable figure somewhat farther off, The
song, that is, a young, beautiful woman, leans out from a lamplit
window up above, singing all the while, Apparently she’s either a
captive princess of royal extraction or an opera singer. At first the
song was like a simple, rather rudimentary, singing exercise, but
gradually it grows and expands into something magnificent, some
thing human; it enraptures, it bewails, then again seems to take
pleasure in its own anguish. This song rips open the window and
exposes a well-constructed staircase descending to the stage. The
woman steps down it, but continues to sing. Now from the iron
or steel chest emerges the head of a man, dreadfully pale, framed
by black, unruly hair. The man’s eyes speak the silent language of
despair; the wide—can one say folksy? —mouth smiles, but what
terrible smile is this? It seems to have been assembled by anger
and sorrow through years of practice. The cheeks are hollow) but
the face as a whole reveals inexpressible kindness, not a kindness
that has had it easy, but one that has experienced the worst. The
singer sits, with an inimitable gesture, upon the edge of the chest,
lays her hand as if in a caress on the prisoner’s head. The lion rattles
his chain, Is everything here captive, everything? Well, let’s see.
Yes, even the sword on the ground is completely motionless, and
yet it is alive, for now it utters a brief sound, it sighs. What kind
of age is this that throws artistes to lions, beside a clanking chain,
before a sighing sword, next to people whose curious whim it is to
reside in iron boxes? Suddenly the moon plunges from an im
measurable height into the courtyard, to the woman’s feet. She
places her foot upon the pale, shimmering sphere, and thus circles
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